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Evidence has emerged over the past decade for the existence of two cellular 
phenomenons which challenge the standard paradigms for the induction of 
biological effects by ionizing radiation. In bnth cases, important genetic changes 
arke in cells that in themselves receive no radiation exposure. In the first, radiation 
induces a type of transmissible genomic instability in cells that leads to a persistent 
enhancement in the rate at which genetic alterations including mutations and 
chromosomal aberrations arise in the descendent5 of the original irradiateà cell aRer 
many generations of replication. In the bystander effect, damage signals are 
transmitted from irradiated to non-irradiated ceiis in the population, leading to the 
Occurrence of biologic effect. in these “bystander” cells. In this review, our current 
knowledge concerning these two phenomena is described and their potential impact 
on the estimation of risks of low level radiation exposure discusseà. 

Instabilité génomique et effet << bystander >> induit par les rayonnements ionisants : 
implications pour la radioprotection. 
Au cours de la dernière décennie est apparue la preuve de l’existence de deux 
phénomènes cellulaires qui remettent en question les paradigmes classiques 
concernant l’induction d’effets biologiques par les rayonnements ionkants. Dans les 
deux cas, d’importantes modifications génétiques surviennent dans des cellules 
qui n’ont pas été elles-mêmes exposées aux rayonnements ionisants. Dans le premier 
cas, l’irradiation induit un type d’instabilité génomique transmissible dans les 
cellules. Elle conduit à une augmentation persistante du taux auquel des altérations 
génétiques, incluant des mutations et des aberrations chromosomiques, surviennent 
chez les descendants des cellules irradiées originellement, après plusieurs 
générations de réplication. Dans l’effet << hystander »,des signaux de dommages sont 
transmis des cellules irradiées aux cellules non-irradiées d’une population cellulaire, 
conduisant à la survenue d’effets biologiques dans ces cellules. Cette revue décrit 
l’état actuel des connaissances pour ces deux types de phénomènes. Leur impact 
potentiel sur l’estimation des risques aux faibles doses d’irradiation es2 discuté. 

ABSTRACT 

RÉSUMÉ 

1. Introduction 
It has long been assumed that the important biologic effects of ionizing radiation 
in mammalian cells are a direct consequence of DNA damage that has not been 
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correctly restored by enzymatic repair processes. The DNA molecules are located 
in the nucleus and cany the genetic information in the cell; mutations are 
irreversible alterations in the coding sequence of DNA. Genetic changes such as 
mutations and chromosomal aberrations, which are thought to be early events in 
the development of cancer, would presumably anse at the site of DNA damage as 
a consequence of processing during normal DNA replication or enzymatic repair. 

Evidence to support this interpretation has been denved from a number of 
experimental studies camed out over the past several decades. Early experiments 
with microbeam irradiation utilized a focused beam of high Linear Energy 
Transfer (LET) particles to irradiate specific cellular substructures (Zirkle and 
Bloom, 1953). These studies revealed that the nucleus of the ceIl was the sensitive 
target for ceil killing; cytoplasmic irradiation alone produced little cytotoxic 
effect. The unique quality of the DNA molecules which cany the genetic 
information in the cell focused attention on DNA as the important target within the 
nucleus. This conclusion was strengthened by the discovery of enzymatic DNA 
repair processes in bacterial cells (Setlow and Carrier, 1964; Hanawalt, 1977) 
which could greatly modify the cytotoxic effects of radiation. The apparent direct 
relationship between the modulation of DNA repair capacity and the biological 
effects of radiation (Hanawalt, 1977) provided a convincing though indirect 
argument for DNA as the critical target in the cell. Soon aftenvards, the existence 
of such repair processes was demonstrated in mammalian cells, and it has since 
been shown that a number of repair-deficient mammalian ce11 lines are highly 
sensitive to the cytotoxic effects of radiation (Nagasawa and Little, 1983; Abbott 
et al., 1999; Girard et al., 2000). 

Confirmatory evidence for DNA damage as a central factor in the biological 
effects of radiation was derived from experiments whereby irradiation was 
localized specifically to DNA. This was accomplished by incubating cells with 
iodine- 125 labeled iododeoxyuridine ( '251dUrd) which is incorporated into 
cellular DNA in place of thymidine. 1251 releases a shower of 21 very low energy 
electrons when it decays to a tellurium atom, which in turn must capture 
21 electrons to return to the neutral state. When '251dUrd is incorporated into 
cellular DNA, this intense release of energy is confined to a very small region in 
the DNA molecule within a few base pairs of the site of decay. Such decays were 
found to be highly mutagenic and cytotoxic (Liber et al., 1983). On the other hand 
1251 localized within the cytoplasm or associated with the ce11 membrane had no 
cytotoxic or mutagenic effects. These studies thus appeared to yield direct 
evidence for DNA as the critical target for radiation-induced mutagenesis and ce11 
killing. Such findings have led to the development of models for radiation action 
based on the assumption that dose-dependent effects are related directly to 
unrepaired or misrepaired DNA damage in irradiated cells. In ce11 populations 
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exposed to very low fluences of high LET particles, the dose-dependent nsk has 
been based on the fraction of cells traversed by a track. 

Over the past decade, however, data have been emerging which indicate that, 
when a ce11 population is exposed to ionizing radiation, biological effects may 
occur in cells that receive no direct nuclear exposure. By use of a precision 
microbeam, for example, it has been reported that mutations can anse as a 
consequence of cytoplasmic irradiation (Wu et al., 1999), though at a significantly 
lower frequency than is found in cells receiving direct nuclear exposure (Hei et al., 
1997). Two phenomenon of considerable recent interest will be described in this 
review as they may have particular relevance to the assessment of the risk of low- 
level radiation exposure. They are radiation-induced genomic instability and the 
bystander effect. In both cases, genetic changes occur in cells that in themselves 
receive no radiation exposure. 

2. Radiation induced genomic instability 

The term radiation-induced genomic instability refers to a phenomenon observed 
in a number of different cellular systems whereby radiation exposure appears to 
induce a type of instability in individual cells that is transmitted to their progeny, 
leading to a persistent enhancement in the rate at which genetic changes anse in 
the descendants of the irradiated cell after many generations of replication. The 
genetic endpoints studied have included malignant transformation, chromosomal 
aberrations, specific gene mutations, and ce11 survival. Typically, this 
phenomenon has been studied by examining the occurrence of such genetic effects 
in clonal populations derived from single cells surviving radiation exposure. This 
phenomenon is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 for the induction of mutations 
in an irradiated ce11 population (Little, 2000). Mutations are generally rare events, 
occuning with frequency around lOP5. By the standard paradigm, a specific 
mutation would be induced in a small fraction of the irradiated cells (B); this 
mutation would be transmitted to al1 of the progeny of that cell. Most cells in the 
population, however, would not be mutated at that locus (A). The radiation- 
induced genomic instability phenomenon is shown in C and D; whereas no 
mutations were induced in the irradiated cells themselves, an increased frequency 
of mutants anses in the descendants of many of the irradiated cells in the 
population. 

Early evidence for the existence of such a phenomenon was derived from an 
examination of the kinetics of radiation-induced malignant transformation of cells 
in vitro (Kennedy et al., 1980; Kennedy and Little, 1984). These results suggested 
that transformed foci did not anse from a single, radiation-damaged cell. Rather, 
radiation appeared to induce a type of instability in 20-30% of the irradiated ceIl 
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Figure 1 ~ Schemafic representation of radiation-induced genomic insîability. Open circles represenî 
normal wild-type cells, while closed circles represent mutated celk. (B) Example of a ceIl directly 
mutated by radialion exposure; the muration is transmitted to all of iîs progeny. However, most 
of the cells in the irradiuîed population wiil retain the wild-type phenotype (A). (C and O) 
Examples of mutations arking as a result of radiation-induced genomic inslabili@ The 
irradiated cell and iîs immediateprogeny are wild-type, but the frequency with which mutaiions 
arise amongst the more distnnt descendants of the irradiated cell is elevated (Linle, 2000). 
Représentation schématique de l’instubilité génomique radw-induite. IRs cercles ouverts 
représentent les cellules normales de type u sauvage n, les cerclespleins représentent les cellules 
mutées. (B) Exemple d’une cellule mutée directement après irradiation; la mutation est 
transmise à toute la descendance. Cependant, la plupart des cellules de la populaîion irradiée 
conservent lephénotype de type << sauvage M (A). (Cet O) Exemples de mutation résultant d’une 
instabilifé génomque radio-induife. I n  cellule irradiée et sa descendance directe sont de rype 
<< sauvage M, mais la fréquence à Iaquelle les murations surviennent chez les descendants de la 
cellule irradiée est élevée (Little, 2000). 
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population; this instability enhanced the probability of the occurrence of a second, 
neoplastic-transforming event. This second event was a rare one, occurring with 
the frequency of approximately 1OP6, and involved the actual transformation of 
one or more of the progeny of the original irradiated cells after many rounds of ceIl 
division. This transforming event occurred with the constant frequency per ceIl per 
generation, and had the characteristics of a mutagenic event (Kennedy et al., 
1984). Thus, neoplastically transformed foci did not appear to arise from the 
original irradiated ce11 but rather from one or more of its progeny. These findings 
were consistent with the hypothesis that radiation induces genetic instability in 
cells that enhances the rate at which malignant transformation or other genetic 
events occur in descendants of irradiated cells after many generations of ceIl 
replication. 

This hypothesis has subsequently been confirmed in a number of expenment 
systems for vanous genetic endpoints (Morgan et al., 1996; Little, 1998; 
Baverstock, 2000; Romney et al., 2001 a). In terms of mutagenesis, approximately 
10% of clonal populations derived from single cells surviving radiation exposure 
showed a significant elevation in the frequency of spontaneously arising mutations 
as compared with clonal populations derived from non-irradiated cells (Chang 
and Little, 1992; Little et al., 1997). This increased mutation rate persisted 
for approximately 30 generations post-irradiation then gradually subsided. 
Interestingly, the molecular structurai spectrum of these late-arising mutants 
resembles those of spontaneous mutations in that the majority of them are point 
mutations (Grosovsky et al., 1996; Little et al., 1997), indicating that they arise by 
a different mechanism from that of direct X-ray-induced mutations which involve 
primarily deletions. An enhancement of both minisatellite (Li et al., 1992) and 
microsatellite (Romney et al., 2001b) instability has also been observed in the 
progeny of irradiated cells selected for mutations at the thymidine kinase locus, 
further evidence that a subpopulation of genetically unstable cells anses in 
irradiated populations. It is of interest that instability as measured in minisatellite 
sequences of X-ray-transformed mouse 1 OT% cells was markedly enhanced when 
the cells were grown in vivo as compared to prolonged cultivation in vitro 
(Paquette and Little, 1994). 

An enhanced frequency of non-clona1 chromosomal aberrations was first 
reported in clonal descendants of mouse hematopoietic stem cells examined 
12-14 generations after exposure to alpha radiation (Kadhim et al., 1992). 
Persistent radiation-induced chromosomal instability has since been demonstrated 
in a number of other cellular systems (Sabatier et al., 1992; Holmberg et al., 1993; 
Marder and Morgan, 1993; Kadhim et al., 1995; Little Pt al., 1997; Ponnaiya 
et al., 1997). Susceptibility to radiation-induced chromosomal instability differs 
significantly among cells from different strains of mice (Watson et al., 1996a; 
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Ponnaiya et al., 1997). It is now clear that genomic instability, both chromosomal 
and mutational instability, can be induced by high or low LET radiation (Little 
et al., 1997; Belyakov et al., 1999; Limoli et al., 2000; Evans et al., 2001) and in 
most ceIl types. It has been shown recently that long-terni instability can be 
induced by irradiation of cells with single alpha particles from a focused 
microbeam (Kadhim et al., 2001), supporting earlier observations that the 
instability phenotype can be activated by low radiation doses, becoming saturated 
at higher doses (Kadhim et al., 1995; Grosovsky et al., 1996; Little et al., 1997). 

Finally, a persistently increased rate of ceIl death has been shown to occur in 
ce11 populations many generations after irradiation (Seymour et al., 1986; Chang 
and Little, 1992; Belyakov et al., 1999). This phenomenon has been variously 
referred to as occurring as a result of “lethal mutations” or “delayed reproductive 
failure”, but has been measured as a reduction in the ability of cells to attach and 
form macroscopic colonies in a classic clonogenic survival assay. In some cellular 
systems, an increased rate of apoptotic ce11 death has been shown to accompany 
this phenomenon (Jamali and Trott, 1996; Limoli et al., 1998; Belyakov et al., 
1999). Persistent reproductive failure has been linked to chromosomal instability 
(Limoli et al., 1998) and malignant transformation (Lewis et al., 2001; Redpath 
and Gutierrez, 2001), and evidence presented to suggest that DNA is at least one 
of the critical targets in the initiation of this phenomenon (Limoli et al., 1999). 
Instability was attenuated by treating the irradiated cells with free radical 
scavengers or allowing potentially lethal damage to be repaired by confluent 
holding pnor to analyzing the subsequent development of chromosomal instability 
(Limoli et al., 2001). It has been proposed that oxidative stress perhaps consequent 
to enhanced, p53-independent apoptosis may contribute to the perpetuation of 
the instability phenotype in these populations (Limoli et al., 1998; Redpath and 
Gutierrez, 2001). 

Of importance in terms of radioprotection is whether this phenomenon occurs 
in vivo and thus may be related to the induction of cancer. The transmission of 
chrornosomal instability in vivo has indeed been demonstrated in several distinct 
experimental models (Pampfer and Streffer, 1989; Watson et al., 1996b; Ullrich 
and Davis, 1999), and evidence presented to suggest that instability induced in 
X-irradiated mouse hematopoietic stem cells may be related to the occurrence of 
the non-specific genetic damage found in radiation-induced leukemias in these 
mice (MacDonald et al., 2001). 

Another interesting mode1 involves the induction of mouse mammary tumors 
by radiation. Sensitivity to tumor induction was found to be strain specific and to 
correlate with the induction of chromosomal instability in mammary epithelial 
cells irradiated in vivo (Ullnch and Davis, 1999). The induction of such instability 
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was dose dependent. Tt was subsequently shown that the sensitive, cancer-prone 
mouse strain (BALBk) was characterized by reduced expression of the DNA 
repair enzyme DNA-PKcs, leading to inefficient end rejoining of DNA double 
strand breaks induced by radiation (Okayasu et al., 2000). This finding is of 
interest in relation to the recent evidence for the involvement of chromosome 
telomeres in radiation sensitivity and genomic instability (Bouffler et al., 200 1). 
DNA-PKcs has been shown to play an essential role in telomere function and 
capping (Gilley el al., 2 0 1 ;  Bailey et al., 2001). A high frequency of telomere 
fusions occur in DNA-PKcs deficient cells (Gilley et al., 2001); the loss of 
telomeres has been associated with the development of chromosomal instability 
in cancer cells (Fouladi et al., 2000). Transmissible instability might thus be a 
consequence of successive bridge-breakage-fusion cycles resulting from telomere 
loss. 

In sum, it appears well established that ionizing radiation can induce a type of 
transmissible instability in cells that enhances the probability of the occurrence of 
multiple genetic effects in the descendants of the surviving cells, sometimes after 
many generations of replication. Two questions remain to be clarified: what is the 
event(s) that initiates the process; and how is the signal transmitted over many 
generations of replication? Current studies are focused on identifying the 
mechanism for the phenomenon, including the role of oxidative stress, and its 
importance in terms of the effects of radiation in vivo. 

3. The bystander effect in irradiated ce11 populations 

The bystander effect of radiation refers to the evidence that damage signais may 
be transmitted from irradiated to non-irradiated cells in a population, leading to the 
occurrence of biological effects in cells that receive no radiation exposure. The use 
of this term has been interpreted broadly, however, as is evidenced by the 
expenmental protocols employed to study such effects in vitro. The first protocol 
employs monolayer cultures of mammalian cells whereby a small fraction of the 
cells in the population are irradiated, generally by alpha particles, and the 
biological effect examined in the non-irradiated, neighboring cells. A corollary 
protocol involves mixing experiments in which irradiated cells are mixed with 
non-irradiated cells and the biologic effect subsequently measured in the non- 
irradiated cohort of the population. The second protocol involves the harvesting of 
conditioned medium from irradiated cultures and incubating this with non- 
irradiated cells; the bystander cells are thus not in physical proximity to the 
irradiated cells. Both mixing and medium transfer techniques permit the 
examination of effects with low LET as well as high LET radiations. 
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3.1. Monolayer cultures 

The experimental mode1 employed in these studies has generally involved the 
exposure of monolayer cultures of mammalian cells, often confluent or wb- 
confluent, to very low tluences of alpha particles, fluences whereby only a very 
small fraction of the nuclei in a cell population will actually be traversed by an 
alpha particle. This may be accomplished by irradiation from an external source of 
alpha particles (Metting et al., 1995) or by use of precision microbeam irradiators 
whereby specific cells can be targeted (Hei et al., 1997; Prise et al., 1998, 2000; 
Folkard et al., 2001). A grid arrangement has also been employed to protect many 
cells in a population exposed to relatively high fluences of alpha particles 
(Lorimore et al., 1998). 

The first evidence for this phenornenon was derived from studies of the 
induction of sister chromatid exchanges (SCE) by very low fluences of alpha 
particles from an external source (Nagasawa and Little, 1992). lt  was observed that 
an enhanced frequency of SCE occurred in 2 W O %  of the cells exposed to 
fluences whereby only about 1/1000 to 1/100 ce11 nuclei were actually traversed 
by an alpha particle. This finding was later confirmed and evidence presented to 
suggest that the phenomenon involved secretion of cytokines or other factors by 
irradiated cells leading to the upregulation of oxidative metabolism in bystander 
cells (Deshpande et al., 1996; Narayanan et al., 1997, 1999; Lehnert and Goodwin, 
1997). It has since been shown that an enhanced frequency of specific gene 
mutations occurs in bystander cells in populations exposed to very low fluences of 
alpha particles (Nagasawa and Little, 1999). As a result, the induced mutation 
frequency per alpha particle track increases at low fluences where bystander as 
well as directly irradiated cells are at risk for the induction of mutations. This leads 
to hyperlineality of the dose-response curve in the low dose region (Fig. 3). Studies 
with microbeam irradiation have provided evidence for an enhanced frequency of 
micronucleus formation and apoptosis in bystander cells (Prise et al., 1998, 2000; 
Belyakov et al., 2001), as well as an enhanced frequency of mutations (Zhou et ul., 
2000, 2001) and malignant transformation (Sawant et al., 2001). 

It has also been shown that changes in gene expression occur in bystander cells 
in monolayer cultures; the expression levels of p53, p21 Waf', CDC2, cyclin-Bi 
and rad5 1 were significantly modulated in non-irradiated cells in confluent human 
diploid ce11 populations exposed to very low fluences of alpha particles (Azzam 
et al., 1998). These experiments were carried out by western blotting and 
in situ immunofluorescence staining techniques utilizing convocal microscopy. 
An example of the latter is shown in Figure 2; although only about 1-2% of 
the ce11 nuclei was actually traversed by an alpha particle, clusters of cells showed 
enhanced expression of p2 1 Waf'. T h i s  phenomenon involved cell-to-ce11 
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Figure 2 - Bystander effecl in confluent cultures of normal human diploidfibroblasts, as examined by 
in situ immunofuorescence deleciion of p2lWnf'. The panel on the leff represenls control, non- 
irradiated calfures, whereas the panel in the center is from a culfure irradiated with a 0.3 cCy. 
Focal areas were obsewed in which up Io 50410 of the ceüs showd enhnced =pression of p21, 
whereas only 1-2% of Ihe nucbi were actuaiiy traversed by an a-panicle. Thpanelon  lhe right 
shows lhe suppression of the bystander effect by incubation of 0.3 cGy irradiated cultures with 
Lindane, which inhibiis gap junclion mediated infercellnlm communication, 
Effet << byslander u dans des culfures à confluence defibroblasles humains normaux diploïdes, 
examinés en inzmunofluorescence in situ pour la déleclion de la protéinep2lwnf1. La figure de 
gauche monlre les cultures témoins non irradiées ; la figure du centre montre une culrure 
irradiée a 43 cCy. On observe des zones focales dans lesquelles plus de 50 %des cellules sur- 
exprimentp21, alors que seulement 1 à 2 % des noyaux ont élé fraverséspar uneparticule alpha. 
Lafigure de droite montre la suppression de l'effet < bystnnder m après incubafion des cuhures 
de cellules irradiées O 0,3 cCy avec du lindane, qui est un inhibiteur de la comrnunicalian 
intercellulaire au niveau des jonctions IaChes. 

communication via gap junctions (Azzam et al., 2001). Examining micronucleus 
formation, a surrogate measure of DNA damage, provided evidence for DNA 
damage in bystander cells under these conditions. That the upregulation of the pS3 
damage response pathway in bystander cells was a consequence of this DNA 
damage is supported by the observation that pS3 was phosphorylated on senne 15 
(Azzam et al., 2001). 

Interestingly. however, DNA damage in bystander cells appears to differ from 
that occumng in directly irradiated cells; whereas the mutations induced in directly 
irradiated cells were primarily partial and total gene deletions, over 90% of those 
arising in bystander cells were point mutations (Huo et al.. 2001). This would be 
consistent with the evidence that oxidative metabolism is upregulated in bystander 
cells (Narayanan ei al., 1997: Azzam et al., 2002), and has led to the hypothesis 
that the point mutations are a result of oxidative base damage occumng in 
bystander cells (Huo et al., 2001). A similar mechanim has been proposed for the 
observation that localized cytoplasmic exposure from a microbeam irradiator led 
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to a significant increase in the frequency of point mutations which appeared to 
involve the generation of reactive oxygen species (Wu et al., 1999). 

In earlier studies, it was reported that alpha particle irradiation could induce the 
intracellular generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) including the superoxide 
anion and hydrogen peroxide (Narayanan et al., 1997). This ROS response did not 
require direct nuclear irradiation, as an ROS response was induced in non- 
irradiated cells incubated with conditioned medium from alpha irradiated cells. On 
the other hand, based on the lack of a suppressive effect of DMSO, it has been 
suggested that reactive oxygen species are not involved in the mutagenic response 
of bystander cells in monolayer populations following microbeam irradiation 
(Zhou et al., 2000). In recent expenments (Azzam et al., 2002), the role of 
oxidative stress has been examined in the modulation of signal transduction and 
micronucleus formation in bystander cells in confluent monolayer populations of 
human diploid cells exposed to low fluences of alpha particles. Evidence is 
presented to support that hypothesis that superoxide and hydrogen peroxide 
produced by flaving containing oxidase enzymes mediate the activation of several 
stress inducible signaling pathways as well as micronucleus formation in 
bystander cells (Azzam et al., 2002). These include the p53 damage response 
pathway as well as the MAP kinase family of signaling pathways. It has also been 
reported that nitric oxide may initiate intercellular signal transduction pathways 
influencing the cellular response to radiation (Matasumoto et al., 2001). 
Interestingly, this upregulation of oxidative stress in bystander cells is reminiscent 
of the effect that has been associaled with radiation-induced genomic instability 
(Redpath and Gutierrez, 2001; Limoli et al., 2001), and it has been proposed that 
the bystander effect may be related to the induction of an inflammatory-type 
response in vivo (Lorimore et al., 2001). The activation of MAP K proteins and 
their downstream effectors in bystander cells (Azzam et al., 2002) is of particular 
interest in terms of the recent observation that membrane signaling is involved in 
the bystander effect in monolayer cultures (Nagasawa et al., 2002). 

Bishayee et al. (1999) and Howell and Bishayee (2002) developed a 
three-dimensional tissue culture mode1 to study bystander effects caused by non- 
uniform distributions of radioactivity. Cells labeled with '251dUrd were mixed 
with unlabeled cells and multicellular clusters fornied by centrifugation. A 
decrease in clonogenic survival occurred among the unlabeled cells which, based 
on inhibitor studies, appeared to depend upon gap junction mediated intercellular 
communication. Watson et al. (2000) transplanted a mixture of irradiated and non- 
irradiated bone marrow cells in a mouse system that allowed the discrimination 
between irradiated donor stem cell-derived cells and non-irradiated stem-ce11 
derived cells in vivo. They were able to demonstrate chromosomal instability in the 
progeny of the non-irradiated hematopoietic stem cells, providing a link between 
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a bystander effect of ionizing radiation and the induction of genomic instability 
in vivo. 

These protocols whereby populations of irradiated and non-irradiated cells are 
mixed together provides some of the characteristic of monolayers in that the 
bystander and targeted cells are in physical contact. An advantage is that it can be 
adapted to any type of irradiation, and allows the examination of effects in three- 
dimensional culture systems as well as in vivo. 

3.2. Medium transfer experiments 

There is a long history of the apparent induction of clastogenic factors by radiation, 
primarily as measured in the plasma of irradiated individuals. These studies are 
reviewed in detail by Mothersill and Seymour (2001). These workers have shown 
more recently that the exposure of cells in culture or explants of tissue to gamma 
radiation doses as low as 1 cGy can lead to the release of factors into the medium 
by the irradiated cells; when this conditioned medium is transferred to non- 
irradiated cells, their cloning efficiency is reduced associated with increased levels 
of apoptotic ce11 death. This phenomenon has been associated with early changes 
in mitochrondrial membrane permeability and the induction of reactive oxygen 
species (ROS). Lehnert and coworkers (Narayanan et al., 1997; Lehnert and 
Goodwin, 1997) also showed by medium transfer experiments that extracellular 
factors including ROS were released by alpha particle irradiated cells, that could 
lead to the induction of sister chromatid exchanges in non-irradiated cells. 
Furthermore, they showed that incubation of non-irradiated cells with irradiated 
culture medium alone led to an enhancement in SCE and ROS in these “bystander 
cells”. On the other hand, other workers have shown this to be a ce11 mediated 
response finding no effect of irradiated medium alone (Belyakov et al., 2001 ; Zhou 
et al., 2002). Furthermore, Zhou et al. (2002) reported that while irradiated cells 
released cytotoxic factors into the culture medium that killed non-irradiated cells, 
such factors had little or no effect on mutation induction. 

Recently, i t  has been reported that conditioned medium from alpha particle 
irradiated cells can stimulate ce11 proliferation in non-irradiated cells, which was 
attributed to the promitogenic response to an increase in TGFDl acting as a 
mediator of the increased intracellular ROS observed in bystander cells (Iyer and 
Lehnert, 2000). Furthermore, an increase in protein levels of AP-endonuclease, a 
redox and DNA base excision repair protein, were measured in bystander cells but 
not in directly irradiated cells. This was associated with an increase in cloning 
efficiency (Iyer and Lehnert, 2002). This finding is of interest as it suggests a 
possible beneficial bystander effect related to an increase in DNA repair capacity 
and clonogenic survival, and is thus reminiscent of the earlier finding that 
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incubation with conditioned medium from plateau-phase cultures facilitated the 
repair of potentially lethal radiation damage (Little, 197 1). 

Overall, a clear picture has yet to emerge from the experience with medium 
transfer experiments. Tt appears clear that factors are released into the medium by 
irradiated cells, that can lead to changes in the viability of non-irradiated cells 
incubated with such conditioned medium. The results from different laboratones, 
however, are not entirely consistent. Some workers report that incubation with 
conditional medium harvested from irradiated cultures leads to a reduction in 
cloning efficiency of the recipient cells (Lyng et al., 2002; Sawant et al., 2002), 
while others find it is enhanced (Iyer and Lehnert, 2002) or dependent on ce11 type 
(Mothersill and Seymour, 1997). The effect of medium irradiation alone is 
particularly controversial. In terms of genetic effects, one laboratory describes a 
bystander effect for sister chromatid exchanges in conditioned medium transfer 
experiments (Lehnert and Goodwin, 1997), whereas another finds little or no 
evidence for a bystander mutagenic effect under similar conditions (Zhou et al., 
2002). The effect appears likely to be mediated by cytokines or reactive oxygen 
species, ‘but the exact nature of the factor or factors responsible for the biological 
effects in the non-irradiated, bystander cells remains to be elucidated. 

3.3. Conclusions 

In sum, these results indicate clearly that damage signals can be transmitted from 
irradiated to non-irradiated cells. In confluent monolayer cultures, this 
phenomenon involves gap junction mediated ce11 to ce11 communication, and 
appears to involve both the induction of reactive oxygen species and the activation 
of extra-nuclear signal transduction pathways. Preliminary evidence suggests a 
role for membrane signaling. Multiple biological effects may occur in bystander 
cells including ce11 killing, the induction of mutations and the modulation of gene 
expression. Some evidence suggests that regulation of the p53 damage response 
pathway may be central to this phenomenon. Damage signals may in addition be 
transmitted through the extracellular medium, also appearing to involve the 
production of reactive oxygen species. Finally, preliminary studies with a mouse 
bone marrow stem ce11 transplant system suggest that the effect may occur in vivo. 

4. Implications for risk assessment 

The relevance of radiation-induced genomic instability to the carcinogenic risk is 
not yet entirely clear. There is increasing evidence that the development of 
invasive metastatic cancer involves a series of distinct genetic events some of 
which can be associated with specific stages in the carcinogenic process (Fearson 
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and Vogelstein, 1990). A question that arises is how as many as six to eight such 
genetic events may accumulate in a single ceIl lineage, given that the frequency of 
most mutations is about I V s .  Loeb (1991) and others have postulated that early in 
the process of carcinogenesis a mutation may arise in a gene that is important in 
maintaining genomic stability, yielding a ce11 lineage with a mutator phenotype. 
This phenotype would enhance the frequency with which spontaneous mutations 
anse in these cells, and thus facilitate the accumulation of the requisite number of 
genetic events to produce a cancer. Such an example involves hereditary non- 
polyposis colon cancer which is associated with a germline defect in DNA 
mismatch repair. While genomic instability is a hallmark of tumor cells, most 
types of cancer have not been associated with specific DNA repair defects. 

The finding that radiation itself may induce an inseability phenotype has thus 
attracted considerable interest. It would suggest that the initial radiation-induced 
event might be a frequent one involving as many as 10-200/0 of the population, 
rather than a rare mutagenic event. This increased level of instability which is 
transmissible over many generations of ce11 replication would thus enhanced the 
rate at which genetic events important to the development of cancer would arise in 
the ceIl population. It is not yet clear, however, the extent to which this radiation- 
induced phenomenon may be of importance in carcinogenesis. The fact that it 
appears to saturate at fairly low doses (of the order of 10-50 cGy) implies that it 
could influence the extrapolation to low dose effects. On the other hand, as it may 
not represent an irreversible carcinogenic event such as mutation, it might be 
susceptible to modulation by external factors. Clearly, additional research is 
needed to determine the mechanisms involved in radiation-induced genomic 
instability, in terms of both the initiating event and how the effect is transmissible 
for many generations of ce11 replication, before its implications for the assessment 
of the carcinogenic risk of irradiation can be clarified. 

An important area where this phenomenon could well be of significance 
involves potential transgenerational effects of irradiation. If exposure to low levels 
of ionizing radiation induces the instability phenotype in germ cells, it is entirely 
feasible that this instabihty could be passed on to the germline of the offspring 
increasing their susceptibility to cancer or other genetic effects. Indeed, Pils et ul. 
(1999) have reported that genomic instability may be passed on to two successive 
generations of offspring in mice after irradiation of the zygote, and Dubrova and 
his colleagues (Dubrova et al., 1998; Dubrova and Plumb, 2002) have presented 
evidence for transmissible germline instability at mouse minisatellite loci. There 
is also some experimental evidence suggesting the existence of transgenerational 
effects of radiation in mice, including increased susceptibility to the induction 
of tumors (Nomura, 1982; Lord ei al., 1998; Nomura, 2000), congenital 
malformations (Lyon and Renshaw, 1988) and other changes (Baulch et al., 2001, 
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2002). Finally, there is preliminary evidence for the occurrence of enhanced 
minisatellite instability in the offspring of irradiated human populations (Dubrova 
et al., 1997). Although the evidence for transgenerational effects of radiation 
in human populations remains controversial, the radiation induced genomic 
instability phenomenon would provide a mechanism for such effects. 

The bystander effect has clear implications in terms of human exposures to 
very low fluences of high LET particulate radiation, such as alpha particles from 
environmental radon or densely-ionizing galactic cosmic rays in space (Brenner 
and Elliston, 2001). In the case of radon, for example, only a srnall fraction of a 
person’s bronchial epithelial cells, the presumed target for lung cancer, will be hit 
each year by an alpha particle arising from residential radon exposure during the 
person’s lifetime. In the past, the genetic or carcinogenic risk has been assumed to 
be related directly to the number of ceIl nuclei actually traversed by an alpha 
particle, thus yielding a linear dose response relationship. The evidence that 
irradiated cells may transmit damage signals to neighboring non-irradiated ceils 
that result in genetic alterations in these “bystander” cells would invalidate this 
assumption. Rather, it would suggest that the effect would be greater than 
predicted for the actual dose received at low particle fluences. This is shown in 
Figures 3 and 4 for the induction of mutations in vitro. When examined at fluences 
whereby most cells are traversed by one or more alpha particles, the rnutagenic 
effect appears to be a linear function of dose (Fig. 4). When examined at very low 
particle fluences, however, the dose-response curve is seen to be hyperlinear at low 
mean doses (Fig. 3), because additional mutations are occurring in bystander cells 
(Nagasawa and Little, 1999). 

Also relevant to the estimation of risks of low level radiation exposure is a 
phenornenon onginally described by Sheldon Wolf and his colleagues called the 
“adaptive response” (Wolff, 1996). Originally described for the induction of 
chromosomal aberrations following irradiation in the G, phase of the ce11 cycle 
(Olivieri et al., 1984), this phenornenon has since been found in a number of 
experimental systems. In essence, exposure to a very low dose of irradiation (in the 
range of 1 cGy) renders cells more resistant to a second larger dose of irradiation. 
A priming dose of 1 cGy, for example, increased the radioresistance of normal 
human bystander cells (lyer and Lehnert, 2002). Several recent studies are of 
interest in relation to this phenornenon. In two quite different experimental 
systems for the study of malignant transformation in vitro, evidence has been 
presented that the spontaneous transformation frequency is actually reduced by 
very small doses of radiation (doses as low as 0.1 cGy) (Azzam et al., 1996; 
Redpath et al., 2001). The frequency of transformation rises rapidly at higher 
doses. Joiner and his colleagues (Joiner et aZ., 2001 ; Mothersill et al., 2002) have 
examined the cytotoxic effects of radiation at very low doses, and found evidence 
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Figure 3 - Dose-response relarionship for the induction of HPRT mutarions in CHO cells by lowfluences 
of alpha particles (Nagasawa and IIttle, 1999). Over the dose range shown, approximately 
3-50% of the celk will be traversed by an alpha particle. In the higher mean dose range 
(5-10 cGy), the curve becomes a linearfunction of dose with a s b p e  simiiur to that in Figure 4. 
Curvilinear response al bwer doses is the result of mutations occurring in non-irradiated 
bystander cells. 
Relation dose-réponse pour l'induction de mutdons au locus HPRT chez des cellules CHOpar 
des fluemes faibles de particules alpha (Nagasawa et Little, 1999). Au-delà de la gamme de dose 
indiquée sur la figure, environ 3 à 50 % des cellules sont traversées par une particule alpha. 
Dans la gamme de dose moyenne et supérieure, comprise entre 5 et I O  cGy, la courbe devient 
une fonction linéaire de la dose avec une pente identique à celle de la figure 4. La réponse curvi- 
linéaire aux faibles doses est le résukat des mutations survenant chez les cellules H bystander M 
non irradiées. 

in many ceIl types for a hypersensitive response to very low doses (<10 cGy), 
followed by a plateau in sensitivity before killing becomes an exponential function 
of dose. They have presented preliminary evidence to relate this to DNA repair 
processes. Finally, evidence for an adaptive response is emerging from studies of 
several experimental models in vivo (Mitchel, persona1 communication). These 
include the induction of leukemia and lymphoma in mice (Mitchel et al., 1999) as 
well as teratogenic effects and the development of heritable germ line mutations. 
The priming dose in al1 cases range from 1 to 1 O cGy. 

When considered as a whole, these emerging results suggest that the risk of low 
level exposure to ionizing radiation is uncertain, and a simple extrapolation from 
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Figure 4 - Dose-response relatwnships for  the induction of HPRT mutations in CHO cells by alpha 
particles at mean doses of 5-120 cGy (Nagasawa and Liîîle, 1999). The curve for X-irradiation 
is shown for comparison. 
Relation dose-réponse pour l'induction de mutations au locus HPRT chez des cellules CHO par 
des particules alpha à des doses moyennes de 5 a 120 cGy (Nagasawa et Little, 1999). La courbe 
pour les rayons X est indiquée à titre de comparaison. 

high dose effects may not be justified. In some cases, such as the induction of 
mutations by exposure to very low fluences of high LET particles (Fig. 3), or as 
reported for the cytotoxic effects of very low doses of X-rays, the effect may be 
greater than predicted from a linear extrapolation. On the other hand, certain 
studies of malignant transformation have revealed a reduced effect for very low 
doses. Evidence suggesting thc convergence of these phenomenons is also of 
interest. Several different studies involving both in vitro and in vivo assays have 
shown, that genomic instability may arise in bystander cells, and that the bystander 
effect may be modulated by the adaptive response. 

Overall, these findings imply that the biological effects of radiation in cell 
populations may not be restricted to the response of individual cells to the DNA 
damage they receive, but rather that the tissue responds as a whole. A better 
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understanding of the mechanisms for these phenomenons and how they are 
interrelated should yield a better understanding of the potential risk to the human 
population of exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation. 
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